
LECTURE 7 – EVALUATING TRADIN STRATEGIES & PERFORMANCE 
 

Evaluating Investment Portfolio Performance 

Measure the increase in asset or portfolio value relative to the initial asset value during a given time frame 

 
Returns can be measured: 

 Dollar weighted return 

 Time weighted average return 

 

Returns adjusted by or compared by a relevant benchmark: 

 Sharpe Ratio 

 Treynor Ratio   <<< These depend on stock selection 

 Jensen Measure 

 

Market timing refers to the ability of the investor to shift their portfolio betas for 

 Market downturns … shifting returns closer to risk free return 

 Market upturns … increase portfolio beta 

 
(Ri = return for investor) 

   (Not timing the market)    (Timing the market) 

 

Ways to examine market timing: 

 Quadratic variable approach 

 
If you time the market well, you get a positive return so gamma is positive (good performance, +ve gamma) 

 

 Dummy variable approach 

 
 

 
D = dummy variable, switches to 1 when the return in ^^^^^^^^ is negative, so that it becomes negative (since gamma 

is positive). Trying to capture the second diagram when underperforming. 

 

Evaluating trader performance (independent of portfolio performance) is important for trading firms and portfolio 

managers. 

 More difficult to evaluate than the overall portfolio performance 

 

Transaction Cost Components 

 Explicit Costs – contractual costs, which include: brokerage commission, exchange and regulatory fees. 

 Implicit Costs – price effects, which include: bid/ask spreads, market impacts 

 Missed Trade Opportunity Costs: 

o Informed traders lose profits when their orders go unfilled 

o Unfilled orders may also hurt uninformed traders 

 

*Explicit costs are easiest to measure, then implicit then missed trade opportunity costs (hardest) 



General Transaction Cost Measurement Framework 
The difference between the trade price (TP) and a price benchmark (BP) may contain information about txn cost. 

 For a buy: TC/unit = TP – BP (-ve cost) 

 For a sell: TC/unit = BP - TP 

The ideal price benchmark would estimate the price that would have been observed if not for the trade (if my trade did 

not occur). 

 Nobody can confidently specify/observe such a price 

 

Common Price Benchmarks 

 Arrival price – spread midpoint at the time of the trade 

 VWAP – average price around the trade (Abel/Noser) 

 Closing or opening prices (SEI) 

 

The Spread Midpoint Benchmark Price 

Estimate the benchmark price by the average of the bid and ask at the time of the trade. 

 Cost of a buy at the ask (or a sell at the bid) is one-half of the spread 

 

Example: At the time of trade, the dealer’s bid ask quote is $5.00 / $5.30. 

 BP = (5.30 + 5.00) / 2 

 

 Trader S sold at $5.00. The cost of selling is: (5.00 – 5.15) = 0.15 

 Trader B bought at $5.30. The cost of buying is: (5.30 – 5.15) = 0.15 

 

**Issue: the spread midpoint benchmark does not indicate whether the trade is well timed. 

 

Example: Dealer’s quote 10 minutes ago was $5.00 / $5.30 (5.30 – 5.15 = 0.15 = cost). However, the dealer has just 

adjusted it to reflect having purchased too many stocks. New quote is $4.90 / $5.20. In this situation, trading LATER 

is better than before. 

 5.20 – 5.05 = 0.15 >> it is cheaper to buy now but… 

 

Other Issues 

Large orders may require many trades for which quotes typically change. 

 Total txn cost will be underestimated if a different midpoint benchmark is used for each trade. 

 Midpoint method doesn’t allow you to consider large trades you are putting through 

 
Brokers may defer the trade until it can be done when the spread is narrow (timing to minimize the spread but not 

necessarily get the best trade). 

 May end up with worse trade price for the investor 

 

Volume-Weighted Average Price (VWAP) 

The price benchmark is the volume-weighted average price for the day (or week) of the trade. 

   
 

Example continued: VWAP is 3.44 

 Trader S sold at 4.30, cost of selling is 3.44 – 3.40 = 0.04 

 Trader B bought at 3.40, cost of buying is 3.40 – 3.44 = -0.04 (-ve is good) 



Advantages of VWAP 

 Simple summary statistic of all trades in a day 

 Txn cost measure can be computed from volume-weighted average cost trade confirmations 

Issues: 

 If you are the only buyer (or seller) in the interval 

o Txn cost estimate is zero 

 The selection/implementation decomposition is blurred 

o Momentum traders estimate positive costs 

o Contrarian traders estimate negative costs 

 

**Txn cost in a mome 

ntum strategy is high as you buy at a higher price than VWAP 

** Contrarian strategy: buy when price is going down. Txn cost is –ve when buying 

>>> Txn cost is driven by investment strategy, not by how the trader actually trades 

 

Closing Price Benchmark 
Estimate txn costs by the difference between the TP and closing price on the day of the trade 

 Closing price advantage: price is easily obtained 

 Issues: 

o Informed traders estimate negative txn costs 

 Selection and implementation decomposition blurred 

o Brokers can execute orders only at (or very close to) the close to have zero txn cost estimates 

 

Implementation Shortfall 

Implementation shortfall measures: 

 Txn costs if the order trades 

 Lost opportunity costs if the order does not trade 

o Failure to submit realistic orders 

 

 
 

Advantages 

 Implementation shortfall separates portfolio selection performance from implementation performance. 

o Does not favor brokers who handle informed order flow 

 Brokers cannot game (time the trades) the implementation shortfall measure 

 

Issues 

 The implementation shortfall requires decision time and order size data 

o These data are generally not available 

 It estimates large opportunity costs for unrealistically large orders 

  



General Observations 

Statistical properties of measures: 

 All txn cost estimation methods produce noisy results when applied to single trades 

 Average txn costs, measured over many txns, are more reliable indicators 

o However, averaging does not solve bias or gaming problems 

 

Traders who offer liquidity tend to have negative txn costs 

 

Only implementation shortfall method measures lost opportunities of trades not done 

 

Evaluating Trading Performance 

Brokerage evaluation requires baseline data for similar problems 

 Difficult problems are more expensive to solve than simple ones 

 Comparisons across brokers are meaningful only when they are given similar trading problems 

 

Expected trading costs should be integrated into portfolio composition decisions. 

 Trader should advise the manager of what is feasible. 

 

A well-informed trader should be willing to incur transaction costs. 

 

 


